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Scholarship Fund

Snelson Family
Donates Gift
Reprinted from the

Rolla Dally News

Last Friday a_fternoon, the St. Pat's Board'held their Second Annual SEPTEMBERFEST
at the Rolla Lions Club Pa~k. Everyone ~_ho attended had a fantastic time enjoying music
from Rodd Hogg, great frisbee competition, and plenty of your favorite beverages ·Unfortunately, some of those who attended this event don't remember what a good time' they
really had_
( Photo by Farley)

The Alumni Development
Office at the University of
Missouri-Rolla has announced
the acceptance of a gift of
$20,000 from the Walter W.
Snelson
family ,
Fairview
Community, Rolla.
to
Alumni
According
Development Director Frank
Mackaman, this is the largest
Single cash donation ever made
to UMR by a member of the
local community .
"It is a family gift," Snelson
explained. " We talked it over
and decided we would like to
help some of the fine, outstanding young college students
from Missouri. This is the type

Exercise Program Promotes Health
By MICHAEL DUNNERMANN
There is an exercise program
to benefit the physical, as well
as the mental body. The
program began Sept. 17th, with
an introduction. This Mon. the
first elementary session was
held, the advanced sessions are
held on Wed. All sessions begin
at 6:30 in the Missouri Room,
and end at 8:00.
The program is instructed by
Dr. Shamsher Prakash, a
member
of
the
Civil
Engineering Department. Dr.

Prakash is from India and
there. while he was growing up,
he became involved with self
improvement. Where many
others became less involved,
Dr. Prakash continued to
study and educate himself as a
hobby.
This is the second semester
for Dr. Prakash's program and
the program offered this year
can be broken down into a
number of different parts. The
first stresses the importance of
proper digestion. The exercises
used here help to digest foods

Blood Drive
Proved Successful
By PAUL BRAUN
Recently, the American Red
Cross rele'ased the results of the
blood drive held here in Rolla
earlier this month . During the
Town visit on September 4th,
the Bloodmobile collected 144
units of blood. On the first 1ay
at the University, September
5th, the Red Cross received 260
units and on the second day at
UMR. they collected 284 units .
Through the efforts of the
University and tile community,
the region center in Springfield
was able to supply the total

amount of lllood needed In the
area hospitals . The Red Cross
would like to express their
sincere
appreciation
to
everyone who helped them in
this tremendous success. The

community people, the students
of the University of MissouriRolla, UMR's Student Council
and the volunteers are to be
highly commended for a job
well done.

and to eliminate the excess that
cause fat tissues to form. The
abdomen is the strengthening
body part here. Some foods that
should be chosen regularly
include unprocessed foods such
as nuts, beans and uncooked
vegetables, also the meats with
less fat content. For proper
~igestion the human body needs
some 8-10 glasses of water a
day, of which, two should be
taken in the early morning.
The next set emphasizes the
spinal cord. The spinal cord is
made up of 32 bones, of tissue
and muscles and they must be
kept from becoming stiff.
Special exercises used during
this set help to move the spinal
cord in all directions. Finally,
concern is placed on the
Thyroid. Because of its importance to the stimulation of
nor:nal and abnormal body

functions It must be kept in good
condition.
The second part of the
program is to give the body a
sense of relaxation both mentally and physically . . The
participant will attempt to
discard thinking of work or
worries , and are emphasized to
place each part of their body in
a relaxed state. Breathing
control is also important here.
The normal breath only cleans
50 percent of the lungs and to
get 100 percent partiCipation
one must take a number of deep
breaths very slowly, and exhale
all air possible between each
breath. A number of fast
breaths
also
help
in
strengthening the abdomen,
and thus reducing the fat
tissues. There are now 21
participants and they welcome
all newcomers.

of individual we'd like to see
running this country, and we
want to help some of them at the
beginning of their careers."
The gift will be used to
establish a fund for what is to be
known as the Walter W.
Snelson, Venita Bowles Snelson,
Snelson
and
Shirley
J.
Scholarships. The scholarship
will be awarded in 1980.
Income from the fund will be
awarded
annually
as
scholarships to seniors at UMR
and third-year students at the
University
of
MissouriColumbia School of Law .
Scholarship recipients will be
selected by academic committees on both campuses.
The first-place winner will
receive 70 percent of half the
yearly income from the fund,
with second and third places
being awarded 20 and 10 percent, respectively. The Snelsons
hope that this distribution
formula will inspire students to
study harder and strive for the
top award.
" The University is, of course,
pleased to be included as a part
of
the
Snelson
family's
remarkable contributions to the
life and well-being of their
community," Mackaman said.
" They deserve a great deal of
commendation for their care
and concern for the future of the
Rolla community and area
students."
The Snelson family has enjoyed a long history. in the area
around Rolla. Snelson'S greatgreat-grandfather first settled
in the area near the Maramec
Iron Works in 1829, and Snelson
himself was born in Phelps
County in 1894.
The family moved to a 140acre farm near Fairview School
75 years ago and Snelson
operated a dairy farm there for
23 years.

UMR Statistics Compil~d
By MICHAEL DUNNFoRMANN
The enrollment statistics for
the UMR fall semester have
been calculated. One of the
most popular questions is the
ratio of men to women . This
semester the ratio is 4.5 men to
every woman . The total enrollment thi s fall is 5534 . Thi s is
405 more students than last year
at this time. The largest

clasSl f'LdllU l: [,,,, >"'" is lilt:
freshmen , with over 1600
students. The seniors run a
close second with some 1400
students . The Junior and
Sophomore class each have
about 1000 students each.
The increase in students has
increased only a few departments. The Aero-Space Engn. is
up 30 percent over last Year's
enrollment. The Engineering
Management Dept. also in-

creased to 20 percent. Among
the Arts and Science fields,
Economics has increased the
most - up 19 percent. The
course studies that decreased
from last year's statistics include: t8 percent less in
Chemistry and 19 percent less
in History. This semester there
are a total of 471 students into
graduate studies, and over 25
percent of those students are
working on their Ph .D.

MISSOURI

THURSDAY

MONDAY

INTERESTED IN THEATRE?
The meeting of the UMR Theatre Guild will be held on Thursday,
Sept. 27 at 6:30 p.m. At the Theatre Guild building on State Street,
(B uilding T-t41 . It is a red brick house on the corn er ac ro ss from the
observatory parking lot. All are welcome ; member ships will be
taken .

UMR THEATRE GUILD
UMR Thea tre Guild will have auditions Oct. t and 2 at 7:00·10 .p.m.
in theSt. Pat's Ballroom .
Auditions for Ihis fall's production , FeWer's People, a series of
sketc hes and observations by Jules Feiffe '

IK
There will be a meeti ng of the Intercollegiate Knights on Thursday,
Sept. 27, at 7:30 p.m. in the Mark Twai n Roon .. New pages please
attend .
PHI ETA SIGMA MEETING
There will be a meeting for members of Phi Eta Sigma, Sept. 27, at
7:00, in G-5, H-SS .

WEDNESDAY
TRAP AND SKEET CLUB
GEARS UP FOR COLLEGE TOURNEY ,
The UMR Trap and Skeet Club has begun practice for the annual
Missouri Collegi ate Trap and Skeet Tournament to be held at the
Rolla Trap and Skeet Range on Saturday. October 27th . Practice is
held every Wednesday and Thursday from 3:30 p.m. until5 :30 p.m. at
the Rolla Trap and Skeet Range . t2 gauge shells are available for
$2 .25-box of 25 and a single round of trap or skeet is $1.50. Guns are
also provided by the club . Everyone is encouraged to come out and
shoot. For more information contact Bob Wille at 364-7176 or Dr. G.T.
Stevens ("Jake" I at 341-4481 or Prof. Bob Nau at 341-4518.

FRIDAY'
TOGA PARTY
Delta Sigma Phi is havi ng its second annual Toga Party at 8:00 p.m.
on Friday, September 28 at NO .3 Frat Row .

SATURDAY

SPELUNKERS' CLUB
The Missouri School of Mines Spelunkers' Club meets Wednesday at
6: 15 p.m. in 305 Norwood. New members are always welcome.

PARTY FOR MDA
TKE is havin g a campus-wide party to benefit the Muscular
Dystrophy Associa tion this Saturday night from 8:00 until whenever.
There will be more "ice cold Busch " than you can drink for 25 cents a
draw and a 50 cents admission charge . Take on the challenge and help
out the kids with Muscular Dystrophy .
GRADUATE STUDENTS
The Council of Graduate Students is sponsoring a picniC this
Saturday, Sept. 29 at 2:00 p.m. at Pavilion NO. 1 in Lions Club Park .
Pork steaks and other edibles will be provided with beer on tap. All
graduate students with their familie s and dates are welcome. Games
will be played so bring your gaming equipment : Balls. gloves, etc .

G&D STEAK HOUSE

Open 7 days

11 a.m.-9 p.m.

Forum Plaza

6 Oz. Ribeye

8 Oz. Chuck

8 Oz. Fillet

STEAK

STEAK

.... or'To'rnber 27, 1979
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STEAK

2 .50 2.20 3. 10

IEEE
An IEEE meeting will be held Wed ., Oct. 3. Mr. Mabuce from Union
Electric will talk on Solar Power Utiliza tion and New Inventions in the
Power Industry.
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READY FOR A
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Separate Admission Late Show

'I'

Fri. & Sat. 11 p.m./Adm_ $2_50

HAl Ad i

Let the sun shine in

~

l ~

This Fri., Sat.. & Sun.
Open 6:45/Starts at Dusk

GEORGE BURNS

MDA
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$6 per semester.
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Ho tel Association Fo rm ed
To Eli mi na te
Pro ble ms
By STEPHEN FREEMAN
An organization is being
formed at UMR to help
alleviate the problems of
students who are living in area
hotels. The Hotel Association,
which will have 240 members, is
in the process of being sanctioned by the Universi ty .
The association will attempt
to make students, who are
scattered through six motels,
feel more of a part of school.
Social activities are already
being planned by the group.

Pla cem ent Off ice
Faces Problems
Submitted by L.R. NUSS

Director of Placement and
Career Development
Anyone who has visited the
Placeme nt Center during the
past two weeks will know that
UMR students are very serious
about their job hunting activities thts fall. We have seen
an overwhelming display of
energy and enthusiasm in
signing up for interviews. I
have told many recruiter s that
our seniors "hit it hard, and hit
it early."
This is good. Most-of us on the
staff ana faculty will compliment · our students on a
serious and vigorous job hunting effort. However we have
some evidence of what we think
is indiscrim inate signing on
interview back up lists. Also
during the first three days of
fall semester interviews, six
students ' failed to show for
scheduled interviews. Only one
has given 11 valid excuse so far.
We have never placed any
restrictio ns on the number of
interview s a student is allowed
to take in any given period of
time, or the number of back up
lists he or she could sign. We
feel that our students have the
maturity to balance their time
between study needs and job

interview s. Also we hope that
signing for a thirty minute
interview or a backup list which
may result in an interview is an
indicatio n for strong and valid
interest in that employer's
organiza tion.
On several occasions during
the past few days employers
with a large back up list have
arranged additional schedule~ .
Some of the students who were
called to be placed on these
schedules had changed their
mind and decided they really
weren't interested in that
employe r after all. This not only
creates an extra burden of work
for the placement staff, but
locks another student out of
contention who may have a
sincere interest.
.
We are working very hard to
.provide a maximum number of
job contacts for all UMR
students. Please be sure that
you have a valid interest in all
employers with whom you sign
for interviews or place your
name on the back up list.
Remember also that any
student wh'o fails to show for
two scheduled job interviews
without a valid excuse is
prohibite d from further interviews for the rest of the
semester .

Uni vers ity Ret irem ent
'Pol icy Libe ral
lJy PAT KELLY

Mlsaourian staff writer
About half of the Universi ty's
academic
employees
take
advantage of the school's
liberal retireme nt policy, which
has allowed them to work until
age 70.
Eight
years
ago,
the
Universi ty
extended
the
retireme nt age from 65 to 70,
well ahead of President Jimmy
Carter's announcement last
year of a national plan to extend
the retireme nt age to 70.
Leroy
Sharp
Jr.,
the
Universi ty's supervisor of staff
benefits, said academic personnel extend their careers
longer than the nonacademic
staff.
Sharp said, "Most of the
nonacademics usually aim (for
retireme nt) for the age of 65."
Sharp said, " I feel that the
country is following a trend and
is really com ing up to the policy
the Universi ty has maintained.
We do have a good number of
people that are active and able
to contribute at least to the age
of 70."

And if a person still is making
a valuable addition to the
Universi ty at age 70, he often
would be permitte d to stay with
the
Universi ty
in
some
capacity. "A few years ago we
had a man on the faculty at
Rolla who was 83. That was an
active person!" he said.
The liberaliza tion of the
retireme nt age has concerned
some universities. On the one
side, administ rators want to
keep valuable older employees
but also need to accommodate
new faculty members to keep
their staffs up to date.
"I would hope those people
who are pulling their own
weight would remain as long as
they wanted to, but would retire
themselves when they aren't
doing the job or can't handle the
load anymore ." Sharp said.
Because of the Universi ty 's
faculty turnover rate, a slight
reduction in student enrollment
wouldn 't affect the faculty. " If
we had a drastic change in the
number of students, though ,
certainly this whole institutio n
would have to readjust, " Sharp
said.

Accordin g to St eve Winters,
president of the Manor Inn
group, a keg roll and a float trip
are being considered .

system
created
by
the
Universi ty works very well.
In spite of the inconvience
caused by living in this
situation, the atmosphere at the
motels is friendly . Life there
could easil y be equated to that
of th e dorm s, with people

Already, the various motel
groups have members on the
intramur al teams. They also
have representation on the
student council.

throwing frisbees during the
day, and talking in the lounges
at night.
. Until the Rolla housing
shortage is solved, the Hotel
Association will surely play an
importan t role as both a social
and political organization .

[;\:ARM. L-lfE GemN G

The association plans to
create a twenty member
council , consisting of students
from each of the motels. The
council would serve as a
mediator between the students
and the motels, trying to solve
problems as they occurred.
According to Winters, the
major problem thus far has
been the lack of a pay phone at
the Little Piney Motel. Transporation, however, has not
been a problem. The shuttle bus

~E~SING1

Co ng re ss Ac ts On
N ew Loan Program
Campus Digest News Service
Campus officials throughout
the country are enthusiastic
over the introduction of a bill
that seeks to restructure the
. present student-aid program .
Democra tic Senator Edward
M . Kennedy of Massachusetts
and Republican Senator Henry
Bellmon of Oklahoma, introduced their National Student
Loan Refornt Act in the Senate
last July.
Students in graduate and
undergraduate schools who
need aid would get comprehensive assistance from the
program . The bill· would simplify collection procedures and
give
low-income
families
flexible repayment schedules .
These, it is hoped, would
prevent excessive default rates.
" The fact of the matter is that
the present loan system does
not work. You have such widely

differing
standards,"
said available to a student. It differs
Kennedy.
from the present system which '
"Differin g
regions
have often requires the · student 's
varying amounts of capital. credit rating or the availabil ity
Some banks don' t even provide of loan capital.
students with loans. Others
Students would begin to repay
require strong credit ratings .
. The loan program has become their loans a month after their
more of a banking service for graduation. Those with larger
families than an educational loans would be given longer
repayment
schedules
and
opportunity for students. "
financial l y
needy
students
The National Direct Student would repay gr adually .
Loan
Program ,
once
" The importan t thing is that
established
as
the
basic
program , would grant loans to this new approach will be no
all eligible students to cover the more costly than the existing
cost of tuition, room and board loan program , but much more
at institutions of .their choice. efficient, " said Kennedy .
The Student Loan Marketin g
" I 'm very serious about this
association (" Sallie M·ae " ) and issue, and I 'm hopeful
that it
the federal Treasury would will gain strong support.
It
provide the financial backing already has strong
bipartisan
for the project.
backing from people of differing ideological viewpoints."
Under the Kennedy-Bellmon
proposal, the size of a loan he added.
would be determined by the
A Congressional aide said,
other income and scholarships
"It's my guess that in some
form or other the major
provisions of this new Kennedy
bill will be incorporated into the
overall reauthorization of the
federal student-aid program. "
A
"supplem ental"
loan
program is also proposed to
provide students with the
money usually expected to be
contributed by parents. This
program would be financed by
private lenders and state
guarantee agencies and be
backed by Sallie Mae.
Unlike the basic loan, the
supplemental
loan
would
charge interest rates of at least
7th percent while the student is
in school. Interest charges for
an undergraduate on the basic
program would start after he
had been out of school for a
year.

FRANKLY SPEAKING

iI frank

~ COLLEGE Mf.D1A 5E.RVICE.S box 4Z44 EkrkeJey. CA
94704

Outstanding loans under the
basic program
would be
collected by Sallie Mae and
under
the
supplemental
program by banks and other
lending agencies .
Re-authorization of studentaid program s are scheduled for
next year. The Senate Subcommitte e on Education, Arts
and Humanities would begin its
hearin gs this fall .

Thursd ay, Septem ber 27, 1979
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Fight For Kidne y Patien ts

Doctor an d En gi ne er Join Forces
SOURCE :UPI
A desperat e attempt four
years ago to save a dying man
is revolutionizing treatmen t of
victims of kidney failure.
The new treatmen t not only
saved the 52-year-old patient,
University of Texas
the
reported recently , but has
proved far superior to timeconsuming and often painful
hemodialysis for hundreds of
patients whose kidneys no
,longer function.
The two who found the
procedur e are Dr. Robert
Popovich, 40, an associate
chemical
of
professo r
engineer ing at the University of
Texas, and Dr. Jack W. Moncrief, 42, codirecto r of transplant and hemodialysis at the
Clinic.
Diagnostic
Austin
During their eight years
working together, the engineer
and physician have establish ed
their own research corporation,
of
combination
the
and
'disciplines has helped both.

washing solution it makes more
sense to take the washing
solution and put it into the
body," Popovich said.
drawbac ks
Hemodia lysis
such as the constant need for
administ ering blood thinners to
keep patients' blood from
clotting also are avoided.

pregnant , our patients say,"
Popovich said.
"You gain about two inches
agrees
immedia tely,"
Newcomb, 48, a retired Air
Force master sergeant . "You
have a lot of distention the first
10 days to two weeks, there's a
lot of stretchin g."

Aside from the girth gain
Four times a day the patient
empties the fluid into a throw- caused by the two extra liters of
away plastic bag and instills a fluid, weighing about 4.5
fresh solution through a per- pounds, and an 18-by-6-inch
plastic bag folded next to the
manently implante d catheter.
" It's like being four months patient's stomach, there is no
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outward sign of the continuous
treatmen t that replaces the
bulky hemodialysis machine .

logistical
Popovich said.

advantag es, "

The cost is much less than
" It frees the patient from the that of hemodialysis, around
need of the machine and $8,000 a year instead of $31,000.
"With further technical adeliminat es the need for a partner," Moncreif said. "And that vances the price probably will
has . both psychological and . come down," Popovich said.
"Coldes t beer in town bar none"
Compet itive prices on '12 bbl.

rt
ge Ma
Bevera
Hut
Pizza
to
ghway-Next

1021 Kingshi
7:00 a.m. to Midnight

We have Maxell blank cassette & a-track tapes
2 day delivery on other Maxell products

-Moncreif summed up the
relationship:
working
" Physicia ns have a lot of
questions and very little way to
get to answers. Engineer s have
a lot of answers but don't know
what the questions are."
Federal officials now have
approved use of the new renal
dialysis procedur e for Medicare
patients in a move that is expected to save the governm ent
money at the same time it frees
physically and
patients from
psychologically
spending hours hooked up to a
blood filter machine .
Earl Newcomb, one of the 300
walking advertise ments for the
new treatmen t pr-ocess, says
the dietary freedom is almost
as importan t as the ambulato ry
freedom for patients.
" Hemodialysis patients are
extremel y limited in their fluid
intakes - no fresh vegetables,
canned foods, no potassium bananas . But on 'CAPO ' there
are no food restrictions. It
makes it so much easier for me
and my wife."
continuous
" CAPO"
ambulato ry peritoneal dialysis
- already is in use in 70 centers
across the United States and in
foreign countries as diverse as
Japan, Germany , Italy, Israel,
South Africa and Kuwait.
Moncreif came to Popovich
for help in 1975 when a 52-yearold patient seemed doomed
because he could not undergo
the conventional treatmen t in
which a patient's blood is
filtered through a machine
that removes toxic wastes
normally discharg ed in urine.
The two men decided instead
to inject a solution into the
patient's abdomen for a period
of several hours to " wash" the
toxic impuritie s out of the
man's blood through osmosis.
The peritoneum - a natural
closed sac surrounding the
abdominal cavity - serves as a
reservoir for the cleansing
fluid . Capitalizing on the
peritoneu m's rich supply of
blood vessels, the glucose-l aced
fluid attracts impurities in the
biood through the wall of the
vessels by diffusion , the natural
tendency of two fluids to
balance and have equal levels
of chemical s.
" Rather than take the blood
out of the body and expose it to a
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"ls Enough, Enough?
Have you ever wondered how
much smut and violence you
can take in the media? Do you
have enough moral backbone to
say, "enough is enough?" If you
wish to test your virtuous
nature, then take the following
simple test.
The test consists of several
statements. Each statement is
followed by three possible
completions. You are to select
the first completion which
totally disgusts you . Give
yourself 10 pOints for each
answer of "a", 5 points for each
answer of " b", and 2 pOints for
a " c" answer. Sorry, but no
pOints if none of the answers is
totally revolting to you. An
analysis of your score will
follow the test.
1. Foolishly falling off the
bridge, Amos·
a. lands on top of the maggotridden corpse of his once loving
mother.
b. splatters across the rocks
far below, his brains oozing
between the crevices.

c. falls into a boat, is captured , sexually assaulted, and
forced to join a perverse
religious cult called "Sodom

11. "
Haven't you stopped reading
yet? OK, I concede the first one
was too easy . I'll spice things up
a bit.
2. Edna groansa. "Yes, yes Fred! "
b. "Yes, yes Sally!"
c. "Yes, yes Rover! "
Trite ? Perhaps. But now, on
to the hard core!
3. The woman was stabbed in
the throat with a knifea. and left to vomit up blood,
her breakfast, and three fourths
of her intestinal linings.
b. yet begged in a hoarse
voice for more.
c. by her boyfriend, after he
had finished carving her torso
into chuck roast.
4. When asked about the most
perverse fantasy of his life,
Tony respondeda. When I was 16, I dreamed I
was making it with Sally

Through the lips, and over the tongue, look out stomach, here it comes_ Septemberfest '79
(Photo by Farley)

Connections : Technology and Change
PBS television stations will
premiere a new IG-part series
this fall concering technology
and change. The series, entitled
I'Connections: Technology and
Change", parallels the earlier
Kenneth
Clark
series
"Civilization"
and
Jacob
Bronowski's " The Ascent of
Man" . It is a BBC-Time Life
production. Showing times are
Sunday evenings from 7:00 p.m.
to 8:00 p.m., over Channel 9
(KETC, St. Louis) and Ch.,nnel
21,
(KOZK,
Springfield)
beginning this Sunday, September 30th. KOZK will repeat
Sunday's program on Wednesday evenings at 9: 00 p.m.
In conjunction with this TV
series, a Cours~ by Newspaper
(supported by the National
Endowment
for
the

Humanities )
will
be
cosponsored by the Rolla Daily
UMR.
Fifteen
News and
newspaper articles will appear
in the Rolla Daily News Sunday
edition, beginning September
30th, and seven bi-weekly
classes will be held on the UMR
campus. The first class session
will be held at 7:00 p.m. on
Monday, October 1st in Room
203,
Wilson Library . The
course, open to the general
public,
is
a
continuing
education
activity of the
Humanities and Social Sciences
Departments and carries two
Continuing Education Units .
This special course will focus
on
the
development
of
technology ; the impact of
technology on society and
human values; and on the
consequences of, and prospects

for, technological change. Dr.
Carol Ann Smith, of the
philosophy faculty , and Dr.
Harry J. Eisenman, of the
history faculty, will conduct the
course and lead discussions of
the topiCS raised in the
newspaper
articles
and
televison series.
As one pre-reviewer of the TV
series has said, "Connections'
asks that we make our own
connections - to books and
classes, to reflection and
discussion ." Interested UMR
students are invited to participate in this course and make
such connections .
Registration information is
available from the course instructors, Dr. Smith (341-4631 )
or Dr. Eisenman (341-4821 ),

ReBolO .
b. when I was 16, I dreamed I
was making it with Sally
ReBolO and Betsy LaRue.
c. when I was 16, I dreamed I
was making it with the Mormon
Tabernacle Choir.
5. Little Jenny, while making
breakfast for her parentsa. screams as her hand
becomes entangled in an "easy
bake" oven.
b. screams when her hand
becomes skewered on a butcher
knife.
c. screams when her hand is
caught in the meat grinder.
7. Mother is shocked when she
finds grandma-

II

a. In bed with dad.
b. bludgeoned to death with a
portrait of Truman Capote
around her neck.
c. impaled on a Veg-a-Matic.
Scoring:
60-70-aw come on now !
35-59-semi-self righteous
20-34-borderline PTA
3-19-typical apathetic shit
head .
G-2-your future looks bright in
the
American
Masochists
SOCiety .
For those of your who found
this article totally distasteful,
and without merit, cheer up.
Next week we will discuss that
great literary question "W as
Hamlet a trisexual?"

Henry David Thoreau once said, "Mos t men would feel insulted
if it were proposed to employ th em in throwing stones over a wall
and then in throwing them back, merely that they might earn
their wages . But many are no more worthily employed now ." And
here you are: A young, aspiring college student with an exciting
future ahead of you. But will you be " throwing stones over a wall"
all your life? Will you ever accomplish anything that will merit
praise from your fellow man and his posterity? Or will you lead a
life of " quiet desperation? "
It is unfortunate that most of us have already realized and
accepted the sobering fact that our notoriety as psychobiologist,
nuclear eningeer, political scientist, or whatever will probably
last only as long as we will last. No abundance of egotism can
convince us that our thoughts and actions will etch our names into
the minds of future generations with the force of a Shakespeare or
an Aristotle. Clearly, to those of us who have that unquenchable
desire for an enduring reputation and still want to retain our
conventional existence as a modern twentieth century suburbanite, there must be an unexplored road to lead us to immortality .
I have given this matter considerable thought and have concluded that fundamentally, there are two types of endeavor that
promise lasting fame : Inventing and profound thinking. As to
inventing, I foresee no easy means to notability. Electricity and
relati vity have already been explored, and in this highly
specialized age, the likeliness of one man uncovering vast
amounts of scientific knowledge is small, if not totally impOSSible.
Profound thinking, on the other hand, can be practiced by
almost any college student with a reasonable degree of success.
But before you rush out to Walden Pond, it would first be wise to
review what the general public considers worthy of greatness.
IN taking stoock of your own knowledged of great thinkers, you
will probably find a warehouse of miscellaneous sentences.
Shakespeare wrote Hamlet, and yet most of us cannot quote more
from his work than " To be or not to be ... " It seems that no matter
how complete and intense a play, book or dissertation might be,
the reading public commonly remembers no more than one
isolated piece of philosophy in it. Review your literary warehouse
and see what profound thinking you find . Chances are good you 'll
reveal a string of cliches.
Benjamin Franklin was notorious for this sort of thing. "Early
to bed, early to rise, makes a man health, wealthy, and wise, " he
said. And although I have never met a robust , rich and scholarly
milkman, I am compelled to remember his quaint wisdom for the
rest of my life.
By now, you should see my method for reaching timeless glory.
Rather than concentrating on any lengthy work, I suggest composing far more brief and popular "wise sayings." All you need do
is think of a subject deserving deep contemplation and write an
original " wise saying" about it. You will know you have reached
immortality the day it becomes trite.
I have a few examples which I have been meditating over the
last few weeks . Read them carefully to find their deep, inner
meanings.
Art is long, life is one letter longer.
Money is the root of all evil,
loose change is the square root of all evil.
No man is an island, rather, he is a peninsula.
Earth is a nice place to visit
but I wouldn ' t want to live there.
Life is more than something to read
in the dentist 's office.
And now, as I enjoy my new immortality, the rest of you
commoners may languish in jealously .

Thursd ay, Septem ber 27, 1979
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W ee ke nd at MV~OR ~
By STEVE FREEM AN
Within the scope of my human
experience, I have attended
numerous events, festivals ,
affairs,
engagements,
parties, and countless other
"cultura l conferences." But
none can compare to the truly
unique experience of a weekend
at the Fall MVOR . Fair reader,
I am sorry to report that I still
don't even know what MVOR
stands for . A friend of mine,
who has been to these events for
the past ten years has little idea
as to what the letters represent,
although she guesses one word
is Valley.
For background, I will tell
you that the MVOR is sponsored
by the Missouri Speological
Survey (speology is the study of
caves for all of you semiliterates out there).
After we arrived and had set
up camp, a few dozen of the
more famous MVOR characters
began to show up at the campsite . I had gone to MVOR expecting to do a lot of caving.
Silly me, I soon realized that

caves were a distant second on
the minds of those there.
By nightfall all stops had been
pulled and people were yelling
into
and screaming well
Being
morning.
Saturday
conservative, I went to sleep at
five.
On Saturday, we decided to
actually go caving. The cave we
selected from the guidebook,
called Grampa Chippely, was
destined to be the most
disgusting bat-infested God
forsaken Hell hole seen by man.
All there concurred that it was
the worst cave they had ever
stepped into in their lives.
After washing the putrid
stench from our bodies, we
proceeded to the Gravois Mill
V.F .W. Hall for the banquet.
The speaker was an ardent
bureaucrat, well versed in the
art of speaking for 20 minutes
without saying a thing. After
dinner was the election of officers, and then on to beautiful
and scenic Jacob's Cave for a
Prizes
underground.
disco
should have been awarded to
those who could still stand long

enough to dance. After playing
DO:lna Summer for a half hour,
the audience revolted. A cry
came up, "Fuck disco, play
Rock and Roll! " Fearing
death, the owners complied .
Afterwar ds we managed to
walk back to camp.
A major aspect of MVOR was
that songs came up from inside
a person with the spontaneity of
a Judy Garland-Mickey Rooney
movie . Everyone loved to sing .
But by four a.m. Sunday , the
rowdies had passed out.
That morning we said our
tearful goodbyes and went our
separate ways. It was a good
trip , and I learned a lot about
life - like when a guide book
says "bat population present,"
believe it.

HOOK AUTO SUPPLY
Auto Parts- Acces sories
Speed Equip ment
Disco unt Prices to All

OPEN SUNDAYS 10 AM-3 PM

364·5252

Rolla

513 Hwy. 63 South

John
Biggs
No v.
17

Ediletters

ali
Dear Editor :
The Housing office has
drastica liy changed its policy
on food service this year.
This year, due in part to the
shortage of housing resulting in
housing students in seven
motels in Rolla, food contracts
have been sold. In TJ, I understand 695 food contracts
have been sold. This is almost
200 contracts more than the
number of people that ate at T J
last year.
Rather than expand the hours
to accommodate the increased
number of students, the time to
eat dinner has gone from 4:456:30 last year to 4:3(}-6:00 this
year, a reduction of 15 minutes.
Each mealtime has been cut,
lunch the most drastical ly.
In addition to shortening the
hours, nothing has been done to
increase the capacity of the
cafeterias, in TJ where the
cafeteria was too small for iust

m
va

the residents last year, no
tables have been added. In Rayl
cafeteria, tables have actually
been removed.

aCI

anl
be

o

The food comments box has
been removed from the TJ
cafeteria, thereby making it
extreme ly difficult to complain
about the food or the service.

hig
telf
wi
the

eve

The food has not improved
noticeably, although there is
more variety. One plus-fresh
fruit is usually available.
The eating conditions have
drastica lly worsened . More
than once I have given up on
Something
breakfast.
desperately needs to be done,
and soon, not postponed until
next year.

be

cru
sud

and

are
con,

Margare t Denny
Student No. 52811

(Continu ed on pg. 9)
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graduat ing Decemb er 1979.
The City of St. Louis offers congrat ulations to seniors
of the Univers ity of Missour i The City of St. Louis will be intervie wing on the campus
held for Decemb er graduat es in
Rolla on Thursda y , October 4, 1979. Intervie ws will be
r science. If you are incompute
and
ring,
enginee
civil
electrica l, mechan ical and
al governm ent , contact your
terested in a challeng ing professi onal career in municip
up for an intervie w or contact
placeme nt office for addition al informa tion and sign
Louis , 235 Municip al Courts
St.
of
City
,
el
Personn
of
t
Patrick Matrocc i , Departm en
, An Equal Opportu nity Employe r
Building , 1320 Market Street , St. Louis , Missour i 63103
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Hom etow n
Vaca tione rs

With the energy shortage
always on the horizon more and
more people are spending their
. vacations locally' than traveling
across the country, and
analysts say that tourism could
be headed for a lot of trouble.
Citizens trying to beat the
high cost of gasoline are putting
telephone to good use, too, along
with local shopping malls where
they can shop conveniently for
everything.
Where some companies may
be hurting because of the gas
crunch, others are booming
such as motorcycle companies
and bicycle manufacturers who
are catering to the new, energy
conscious citizen.

MISSOURI MINER

·s ho rt st uf f
Analysts predict that this
Drop s Plans
change in people's lifestyles '
will be the ordinary way of life
The American Council of
by the 1980's.
Education intends to stop big
government from imposing its
Bicyc le Sale Up regula tions on college admission
policies,
student
Bicycle sales have risen more financial aid and refunding of
than 40 percent since April as certain student fees.
citizens tired of gasoline
HEW's Office of Educatio
problems pedal their way to dropped plans to impose its ownn
work.
rules on the refunding of fees to
But bicycles aren 't the only college drop-outs.
hot selling items. Wood-burning
The Committee for Economic
stoves,
heavy
bathrobes, Development
says
that
electric heaters and long un- government actions
have hurt
derwear are next in line. economic growth, boosted
inRetailers report amazing sales flation
and
worker
of winter goods as energy productivity, and cut
saving families look ahead to lengthy study has printed a
outlining new
possible fuel shortages this methods of
screening and
winter.
evaluating such activities as

Com ing This Wee kend !

The group - like many other
bands
started on the
"Southern Beer-Hall Circuit " in
the late 60's and early 70's.
During that period bands formed and folded almost as fast
as the bars they played in. The
music is still around - that
blend of country, rock and roll,
and rhythm and blues. And,
fortunately, some of the bands
that started that "new" sound
are still around .
Personnel changes have been
made (some members even
shifting from one established
band to another). But the
changes, the growth has only
benefited the music and the
listener. Groups like the Allman
Brothers, Marshall Tucker,
Charlie Daniels and Grinderswitch are living and
vibrant proof of the viability of
this blend of music and
musicians.
Grinderswitch. Even . the
name catches you. And their
music holds you there. With

four albums completed and a
fifth in the works, they're here
to stay . Their music is different
but still hauntingly familiar.
Just listen to their fourth album
- Red Wing. Definitely rock
and roll with memories of
Derek and the Dominoes and
It's a Beautiful Day, but also
hints of Marshall Tucker and
Charlie Daniels. And even a
touch of Papa John Creech .
So what is it? Rock and roll?
Country? Rhythm and blues?'
What? Lead guitarist Dru
Lumbar prefers to call it
Southern Rock (sometimes an
overworked phrase - but not
with Grinderswitch) - and to
just define the sound as
"great". And he's right. It is
great. And almost unlimited in
style.
Grinderwswitch has been
influenced by other groups.
Understandable.
They've
toured with Marshall Tucker,
Wet Willie, Lynyrd Skynyrd and
most recently played with the
Allman Brothers and Bonnie
Bramlett. Lumbar has done
extensive session work with
Elvin Bishop; bass player Joe
Dan Petty started out with the
Allman Brothers. Yes, the influence is there but the music is
all Grinderswitch.

The
Gallery Deli
9:00·4:00
Continental 9:00·10:30
lunch Served 11·1 w/ d,il,
speci'l
Carry Out Service
for coffee break

In Student Center

Roast Beef , Ham, Corn
Beef, Pastram i, Turkey,
Salami
The above include chips & dill
pears . Choice of breads. All
sandwiche s se r ved with let tuc e & tomato upon requ es t .

Half sondwiche s available .

~~~-

The U. of Pennsylvania
student newspaper has received
20 pages of files from the
Central Intelligence Agency in
response to a freedom-ofinformation request. The Daily
Pennsylvanian sought all information pertaining to the
University's dealings with the
CIA but an ACLU lawyer
working on behalf of the paper
says of the 20 pages, "I don't
think this is everything."

Colleges, caught between
rising costs and dwindling
students, are starting to market
their institutions with such
ploys as cents-off coupons in
newspapers.
In efforts to attract part-time
and older students one Iowa
community college handed out
free coupons good for free attendance to as many as three
classes. This was to let people
see what a course was like
before actually enrolling. It has
helped that school obtain a 5
percent growth rate.
CContinu ed on pg. 9)

OCT. 2-3-4

Grinderswitch. The name
catches you, the music holds
you, and you bring yourself
back for more.
11 a .m. to 1 p.m. Fri . & Sat.
11 a .m . to 12 p.m. Mon. -Thurs .

Pryor's Fresh Piua

Hwy . 63 S. Rolla , MO
Carry out 15 min . 364 - 1293

See our exhibit of party decorations,
favors, make-up, novelties. Complete
line for Halloween and Christmas.
location: Billie Jacks-11th & Pine
Catalogs available for group reps.

THE FUNNY FARM
Bourbon MO 65441

In Conce rt at the

llttic tounae

Frida y

ow! The Gallery Deli offers you a qUick , fresh
overstuf fed with sumptuo us meats and
ring cheese, plus condime nts!

In

Pape rwor k

JlCents Off"
Coup ons

Is Coming To Rolla!!

brovvn bog it!

Stop

regulation,
expenditures,
subsidfes and loans. The
committee is a private research
group against government
economic intervention.

THE FUNNY FARM

GRINDERSWITCH
Grinderswitch,
Atlantic
recording artists and veteran
country-rock band from Macon,
Georgia will be in Rolla this
week. They 'll be appearing for
one night, Friday, Sept. 28 at
the Attic Lounge.

Page 7

Also Appea ring

T he

Sept. 28th
Show time
8:00

R oa ds id e
B an d
this
Thursd ay.
Friday.
and Saturd ay

Admis sion:
$1.50 Thurs day

$5.0 0 Frid ay
$2.00 Saturd ay

For Inform ation
Call The Attic
364-1058
Tenth & Pine
Rolla , MO

Thursd ay, Septem ber 27, 1979
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Re flec tion s .....

1111

To settle down into a job that requires less than
your minds full capacity is to cut your motor and
sentence yourself to another kind of motion .
Decay-your work is the process of achieving
your values, and to lose your ambition for values
is to lose your ambition to live-your body is a
machine, but your mind is its driver, and you
mut drive as ar as your mind will take you. With
achievement as the goal of your road-The man
who has no purpose is a machine that coasts
down hill at the mercy of any boulder to crash in
the first chance ditch. The man who stifles his
mind is a stalled machine slowly going to rust.
The man who lets a leader proscribe his course
is a wreck being towed to a scrap heap . The man
who makes another man his goal is a hitchhiker
no driver should pick up-Your work is the purpose of your life, and you must speed past any
killer with assumes the right to stop you. Any
value you might find outside your work, and
other loyalty or love, can be only travelers your
choose to share your journey and must be
travelers going on their own power in the same
direction .

Cl as sif ied

Adsill

Personal to Marie at Newman : You are really neat! !
Grapes for sale' We pick - you buy . Call 364-3t50 .
For sale : Wilson T-2000 tennis racquet. Includes cover and two
.
new cans of balls, $28 . Also albums for sale . Ca ll Ken at 364-7607
or
For sale : One pair of powered Advent loudspeakers $850.00
make offer. Call Don at 364·9792 or 364·9769.
on
Wanted : Partiers for the second annual AEIl "BIG BASH "
October 6th . Everyone' s favorite beverages Will he served .
Wanted : One small block Chevy motor in runable condition, any
size, any year . Am desperate to get home. Ca ll Steve at 341-4955
bel ween 2: 30 and 5: 00 Mon . thru Fri.
Ken, I ' m still waiting (or some male mail. See Goldilocks for my
new address .
Love, P.
be
Hey Vicki, if popcorn was obscene, would a vice-squad agent
a porn copper?
Wanted : One progressive rock station (or Rolla . KMNR has
gone to country .
Disco and Country Hater
Joan my darling - I have missed you and our great talks . I wish
we
you knew how much you hurt me when you left Chern . Eng . Can
get together?
MJJM
Wanted : OUT'
1 room dorm at Campus Inn (or rent, contact Mike room 205
Holtman or call 364-2208 after 4: 00.

Grou ndwoves
and Salutations,
Greetings
fellow Warriors
And a Belated Happy Birthday to Frodo and Bilbo. While
we 're at it, " happy birthday " to
anyone who has had one in the
last 3 years.
It has been brought to my
attention that several factions
around campus want to get
radioacti ve . Well I 'm here to
tell you how to do IT. "So
what," you might say, but just
so you have been warned,
anyone caught not owning their
Tee-shirt
KMNR
own
(availabl e by now at the
station) will be mercilessly
KMSM
the
into
herded
and
Washroom
Executiv e
beaten with harmless rubber
chickens . You can save yourself
this mauling at the hands of
these crazed vinyl addicts by
merely coming by the radio
station (T-6, old Cafe, white
wall, big blue sign, you can 't
miss it!) and picking one up at a
reasonable price. While you are
here, check out the latest fad in
head disguises, a KMNR Flying
Disc. But get out of there quick
cause these guys are weird,
especially the one with the long
hair.
Anyways , here's some of the
strange things these mothers
do :
lm9-27
TOENIT E
Dave
with
provizations
Strahorn : The album feature at
midnite will be Tony Williams
newest " The Joy of Flying" .
FRYDAY 9-28A new sfiowBonus 33 , 33 min . of uninterrupted music by a feature
artist determin t d by a call in

Wave Group feature Dave
Edmonds & Nick Lowe at 9
p.m.; Rolling Bozo Revue With
J.R. will feature the last album
from Zephyr " Sunset Ride" at
Midnite.
Artist
10-2
TUESDA Y
Feature will shine the spotlite
on the musical talent of YES.
This will be for 3 hours, from 10
p.m .-I a.m.
WEDNESDA Y 10-3 Wed.
Mournin g Show will Feature
" The Roches" a new Group
produced by Robert Fripp.
Your Host will be Dave
Strahorn.
Also I should remind you that
every Wednesday nite at
midnite KMNR features an
album side request, just call me
up on Wednesday nite and we
can talk about it.
I have to go now . Those nice
young nurses tell me it's time
for my nap.

vote at S:30 p.m. with D. L.
Bogart.
SUNDA Y 9-30 Soul Show: 4-6
p.m . with " MAAARR RK? " ;
Blues for Rolla with Perfesor
Tex and the feature album will
be a new group, The Fabulous

Thunder birds at 8 p.m.
MONDA Y 10-1 Real Good
Radio Hour with two-sheds will
feature Bob Hinkle "Ollie
Mogus" at 6: IS p.m.; New

•
I
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10,250 on File - All Acade mic Subje cts

.
. Send $1.00 for your up-to-da te, 306-pag email order catalog

ACAD EMIC RESEA RCH
P.o. BO X 24873
LOS ANGELE S, CA 90024

NAME

ADDRESS
CITY
ZIP

STATE

The New Erma Bombeck!

Don't eat yellow snow
Kirby

Scrumpdillyishus

RESEARCH PAPERS

Aunt Erm a's Cope Book

!

NFL DRIN K CUPS

Fill Them Up With A
Soft Drink , Mr. Misty ,
Lemono de or Teo
Reg . U .S. Pot Off .,
AM D.O . Corp . (e) Co p yri g ht 1979
Am . D.O . Co rp

Open Daily From

10 a.m.-ll p.m.

---..

Sh af t

Busch on Tap-

How To Get From Mond ay To
Friday __ .in 12 Days

364·43 3,.
ri
Missou
Rolla.

1107 Pine

Open 1 p .m.-I :30 a .m . d o i ly

SANDWI CHES

Ladies Night Wednesday

1/2 PRICE DRAFT BEER

Open 9 10 9 M on .· ~a l

Forum Plala

364 5431

•
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Your legal Rights
By E.J. DEMSON, J.D.
Your young son has been
living for the day he reaches
legal age for a driver's license.
You have been dreading the
day . What are your legal
responsibilities for his actions
at the wheel?
Q. We live in Kentucky, and
we have a son, under 18, who is
applying for his first motor
vehicle operator 's permit. As
his parents, we must sign his
application .
What
legal
responsibilities do we have for
any damage he may cause as a
driver?
A. Parents who sign such
applications,
according
to

Kentucky Statute iRS 186.590)
are liable jointly and severally
(apart from the child ) with him
for negligence if he is under 18,
the age of majority in your state
and most others .
Most states, as has Kentucky,
now have abandoned parental
. immunity from claims against
the child in cases of willful and
negligent torts (wrongs) KLy 4,
65S.W. 921).
Q. Two days after our father
died, we went to his bank with
his safe deposit key to get his
will from the box . The bank
manager refused to let our
mother open the box, saying
that a representative of the
State Tax Commission must

first take an inventory of its
contents.
Is this the law in Arizona,
where we live? How can we
settle his affairs if we can ' t get
to his important papers?
A. Like virtually all other
states, Arizona (ARS Sec . 421530) prohibits access to safe
deposit boxes after death of any
person having access to the box .
For such prior access, permission must be obtained from
the Arizona Estate Tax Commission. Otherwise, heirs must
wait for access until a Commission
representative
inventories the boy

shortstuff continued~
Eighty
percent of prejournalism students taking the
U. of West Virginia Diagnostic
English Test failed it.

Funding Frozen
A student magazine 's funding
was frozen by the Californi a
State U .-Long Beach student
government recently because
the magazine restricts its staff
from working on other studentfunded
publications.
Th e
student
government
rules
prohibit such restrictions in an
attempt to allow students as
much writing experience as
they wish . But the editor of the
student newspaper says writers
for the magazine can 't also
write for a weekly section of the
the
two
paper ' because
publications compete for news
sources and ad revenue .

Apologies
To Penn. U..
The Penn State U. Daily
Collegian recently received this
letter: '" am a PSU graduate
furthering my education down
here at Louisiana State U. ,
never realized how competent
the Collegian was until I read
. LSU 's daily newspaper, the
Daily Reveille. I respectfully
withdraw my criticisms of the
Collegian, of which there were
quite a few during my PSU
days."

woman wno claims she was
denied entrance to a medical
school in Illinois because of her
sex.
Civil-rights groups consider
the ruling to be important
because individuals no longer
need to wait on the government's slow administrativecomplaint procedure.

Ediletters
Continued
Dear Editor:

Tough Exam
The University of Chicago,
iamous for tough exams, has a
crucial two-part test dedicated
to applying economics to
problems in the real world.
Graduate students in economics spend their summer
vacations studying for the
" Core" - a test comprised of 40
short essay questions on " pricetheory "
and
" theory
of
money."

, think all right-thinking
people in Rolla are . sick 'and
tired of being told that ordinary
decent people are fed up in
Rolla with being sick and tired.
I am certainly not. And , am
sick and tired of being told that
lam .

Thr•• Sotldl.d CUltomers (L· R) Jo hn

Forum Plaza Shopping Center
Rolla. MO 364-1313

Hairstyling
. For
Men & Women

Sa lt~ .

Jell Bru mett , Lo rry Jo h nson.

'nSTUDENT
men 's styling-cuts , perms , blow dry , coloring.
AVAILABLE
DISCOUNTS

SlOp by and see Peggie Johnson , Cindy Simers , Shanorie Frisbie o r POI Walkins .
610 Klngshighwa y (Pla lo laundry Building) 36.4· 7 130

Alex Pizza Palace
122 W. 8th Street

28 flavors of ice cream , sandwiches , cones , spl it s, shakes ,
sundaes, Ruby 's luscious concoctions , birthday cakes and
specialty items .

SHOTOKAN
KARATE
of Rolla
364-7428

','HAl R IT IS"

We're experts

10:00 a .m.-9:30 p.m.
Monday thru Saturday
2:00 p.m .-9:00 p.m. Sunday

The "Core " has to be passed
before students can hope to get
a doctorate or master's degree
in economics. Only three of 19
students passed the January
exam but students can try again
after six months.

Civil Rights
The Supreme Court has
backed an individual's right to
sue government agencies in
cases of sex discrimination.
The ruling cleared the way
for legal action by a Chicago

Kelly Posey. winner of the frisbee contest during the Septemberfest '79 .
( Photo b Schaeffer)

Rolla

NOW OPEN FOR ' LUNCH 11 A.M.-2 P.M.

-SANDWICHES -SALADS -SPAGHETTI
-BEER -GYROS SANDWICH

For FREE DELIVERY of Pizzas
364-2669 or 364-9878

As one of the world 's leading suppliers of
advanced systems and components for aerospace manufacturers, we play a vital role on
craft such as the space shuttle, all U.S. commercial jets, current military programs , and a
number of business jets. Sundstrand also is
known for, its products in energy systems , air
comfort, power transmission , and fluid handling.
If you 're interested in a creative engineering
environment where you can work with outstanding professionals, investigate Sundstrand. We
offer competitive salaries, strong benefits, and a
generous educational reimbursement program .
Our headquarters are in Rockford , Illinois, a
medium-sized commun ity with varied employment opportunities for spouses.
On -campus intervi ewer . . . Vic Barn ard

475 1 Harri son Avenue
Rockford , IL 61101
An Equal OpportUnity Employer M/ F
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Freshmen, Heed These Words ...
ByLANDACE

Are you ashamed to show
your 1.0 . in public? Do you hide
your high school letter jacket in
the closet behind that pair of
purple and orange plaid slacks
your mother thinks look "just
peachy keen" on you? Do you
still show that look of em·
barrassment every time you
have to ask "Which way to the
old Met, the new Chern.
building, or the bathroom?"
Are you still in the dark about
the difference between spring
recess and St. Pat's weekend?
If you can answer yes to one
or more of the above, then you
are one of the many freshmen
students enrolled at UMR this
fall.
Being an honorary
member of this group of
unknowing entitles you to a host

Gamma Alpha Delta (GAD),
a service fraternity unique to
UMR, is composed of sixteen
member fraternities and the
three sororities. Since the of·
ficial recognition of the five
charter members in the spring
of 1968, GAD has grown both in
number and in the quality and
quantity of service provided to

II

of surprises. Being a freshman,
this fall you will continue to
receive gifts and cards
congratulating you upon your

hlg.

~f~'''fl6JJ
A-

coDsp

fresluiisn

may still receive these until late
March or early April. (These
will be from relatives and
friends who are still using their
1974 calendar, only because of
the pretty pictures on the flip
side.) You can also expect to be

Missouri citizens.
Knowledge, love, and service
are the principles upon which
GAD was founded and is ac·
tively
employing.
As
engineering students, we have
much to offer those not as
fortunate as we are. Last year,
GAD performed a variety of
services totaling over five
thousand man·hours of work in
areas such as electrical repair,
masonry, roofing, painting, and
plumbing repair. Religious
congregations,
elderly
in·
dividuals, Boys Town, and
many others benefited through
the assistance provided by
members of GAD.
Although GAD presently
exists only at UMR, expansion
efforts are underway and it is
hoped that GAD will soon
become an active organization
on
engineering
campuses
throughout the United States.

Cy lin drica I Wi n9 ?"

NEW BRUNSWICK , N.J·. The scholars can't agree on how
it works, but a device born in a
Rutgers University physics
class may someday give the
Frisbee stiff competition.
Inside the lab, the device is
known as a "cylindrical wing."
OutSide, it's a "toy" that flies,
spins and veers uncannily. And
it's a whole lot cheaper than
even the cheapest Frisbee.
The "cylindrical wing" is
made from a sinl!le 8·bv·1I'h

approached
by
various
fraternities, sororities, and
clubs who would sincerely love
to have you join their

inch sheet of paper. Half·inch
folds are made across the
narrow edge of the paper until
the sheet is about 2'h by 8'h
inches (with a folded·up bottom
edge ). The ends of the paper are
then joined and taped to form a
cylinder approximately three
inches in diameter and 2'h
inches deep with the folds on the
inside.

As a freshman, not only can
you expect a lot of things, but a
lot of things will be expected of
you. For those of you existing in
dorm itories, fraternities, or
sororities, you can look forward
to a task invented just for you:

Answering the telephone. The
lively art of telephone answering has been in existence
since the beginning of the term
"frosh", and Is dUtifully enjoyed by all, (all freshman, that
is).
Another thing you will want to
experience as a freshman is
joining the many clubs found at
UMR. After pledging, your
membership to the various
organizations, and being the
energetic and enthusiastic
person (nerd) that you are, you
readily accept the presidency of
any committee offered to you.
Of course, you are always made
the chairman of committees no
one wants to be a part of. Also,
as chairman of these com·
mittees, you will always have
the tedious jobs of emptying the
wastebasket after meetings,

SUB
EVENTS
Tonight, Carlos Montoya,
world renowned Flamenco
guitarist will be performing in
Centennial Hall at 8:00 p.m.
Doors will open at 7:00 p.m. for
UMR students, two per J.D. and
admission is free . The general
public will be allowed ad·
mittance at 7:50 p.m. providing
seating is- still available. It
promises to be a full house, so
all you students that plan on
attending, be sure to get there
early.

forming an .alphabetical list of
all the members, or calling and
informing absent members,
(who are never home anyway),
of the information missed at the
last meeting.
Don't be alarmed when you
wake up one morning and find
the word "freshman" finger
painted on your door; or when
everyone else is called by
nicknames like Hank or AI or
Eddie, and you get one like
"Phil Freshman" or "Timmy
Tender". You might as well
face up to facts . You are a
freshman here at UMR, and
that's the way it's going to be
for a whole year. But like all
freshmen, you'll do what every
in·coming class does: Look
forward the next years group of
frosh, so you can give them hell.

I

BOWLING

I

Have Opening For 6-5 Men Teams On
Tuesday Nights At 7 P.M.
Men; Women or Mixed
For Information Call: George Cornick

ABC Bowling Lanes
Downtown Rollo

364·2121

Home : 364·3372

The S.U.B. Float Trip will be
on September 29. The charge
will be $2.00 per person. The
float is on the Current River
from Akers Ferry to Pulltite
Springs. Sign up at "On the
Loose" in T·9 between 2:3()'5:oo
p.m . by Friday.
The Student·Faculty Golf
Tournament is scheduled for
October 6. Each team will
consist of one student and one
faculty member. It will be an
18·hole, best·ball tourney. Tee·
off time is set for 8:30 a.m. Sign
up at the S. U.B. office.
S.U.B. will be showing
"Hooper,"
staring
Burt
Reynolds, on October 7 at 4:00
and 6:30 p.m. in Centennial
Hall. Admission will be free
with valid UMR J.D.

FORUM II
Hairstyling

, . - - - - COUPON - - - - ,

Men's & Women's
Styling

II 1 B.B.O. Sandwich &
I
Small F,ench F,ies

II
I

I
I

I
I

i ggc I

long or Short
We give the look you want
with complete control.

Missouri Hairstyling
Champion 1973, 1974, 1975,
and 1978

...

r.~

•

.

341·2668
Tues .·Fri. ' · 5:30
Sat. 8·4:00
1431 Hauck Drive Rolla. MO

~~
~

For Appointment
~

'

~

Expires Oct. 3. 1979

-----COUPON-----1202 N. Bishop
Rolla, MO
Hours: 6:30 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Open till 12 midnight Fri. & Sat.

•
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By JERRY WEILAND
Accompanied by cool winds
and very little sunshine. this
year's
SEPTEMBERFEST
went on, on schedule, last
Friday. And successful it was,
as over 2,000 UMR students and
guests were out for the affair.
The music, by country guitarist
Rodd Hogg, was a smashing
success, especially as the
spirits lifted and rowdiness set
in later in the day. The St. Pat's
Board would like to thank all
who
partiCipated;
and
especially the Schlitz. Miller.

MISSOURI MINER

and
Oly
Busch,
Coors,
distributers for their great help
and support. The Frisbee
competition was long and exciting with Brian Kelly Posey
coming up with the overall
victory _ He was awarded a
trophy and a case of Heiniken.
Thanks again to everyone.
Once again, a quick reminder
that the Bumper Stick Design
Contest is now in progress.
Submit your slogans to any St.
Pat's Board Rep. before October 8, for a possible $10.00
first prize.
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The Canadian----Brass Quintet
When the "Flight of the
Bumblebee" comes at you from
a tube mouthed by one guy and
fingered by another, you know
you are in the presence of no
less than the Canadian Brass
(Ensemble?) that took on a
tough audience at the 92nd St. Y
Sunday night.
Forget triple tonguing or any
other tricks of the trade with
these birds. They learned it in

kindergarten. They can play
Bach 's Toccata and Fugue in D
Minor, with the " Little" . G
Minor Fugue for desert, with
their hands tied behind them ,
and they'll stroll about the
audience playing young John
Beckwith 's "Taking a Stand"
(funny, funny) and carrying
their music racks with them.
These are musicians anybody
could love - including Pierre
Boulez. They know their in-

•

---

struments backwards (and
forwards). Their names - for
immortality - are Frederic
Mills and Ronald Romm,
trumpets;
Graeme
Page,
French horn ; Eugene Watts,
and
Charles
trombone;
Daellenbach. tuba. What a
galaxy! They 'll transi>ort you
through the 17th to the 20th
centuries with no pain at all.
Bully!
MORE NEXT WEEK

r/}~_I

~.

1047 Kingshighway Rolla, Mo.
364-8181

ENGINEERING GRADUATES

A Girl Never Forgets
Her First.•. Diamond

A progressive Electric/Gas Illinois Utility is
seeking entry level engineers for the following
areas:
OPERATIONS
SYSTEM DESIGN
SYSTEM PLANNING
POWER PRODUCTION
DATA PROCESSING

,.

~
' ):~:4 '

.

~

'4'

A girl's first diamond is like her first love . Something special. Something to
be cherished for a long , long time. We ha_ve a beautiful collection of " first
diamonds, " each one impeccably designed and reasonably priced. Give her
her first diamond. She'll never forget you .

-

~~~

~......,"'--

0stelJ

gewelry

715 Pine Street Rolla, MO
Telephone 364-2142

We are looking for B.S. and M.S. Electrical,
Mechanical and Nuclear Engineers. If
interested, sign up to talk to:
David W. Butts
ILLINOIS POWER COMPANY
500 South 27th Street
Decatur, Illinois 62525
A n Eq u a l Oppor tuni ty Emplo ye r- Mal e / Fe mal e
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Carlos
Montoya
The long playing record,
Carlos Montoya believes, has
been one of the greatest
benefactors to the art of the
Flamenco guitar. The worldfamous master or Flamenco
music will be heard in recital
here at Centennial Hall on
Thursday, Sept. "27 and is
himself the most recorded
Flamenco gUitarist in history.
However, it is not his own
recording income that causes
Montoya to extoll the LP
market, but rather its effect on
the music that has been his life
since boyhood.
"It was tragic in the old
days," says Montoya, "how
much or the inspiration that is
the heart of Flamenco, was

forgotten . You see, it is quite
spontaneous. A guitarist would
improvise about a basic theme
and that was the end of it.
Rarely could he remember
from one day to the next what
flights of musical fantasy his
imagination took. But, today
one has only to sit down in a
studio and there it is. Recorded
forever. Not only for enjoyment in the home, but also
to carryon tradition. Before
this _ here today, gone
tomorrow."
Lest anyone jump to the
conclusion that Flamenco is a
totally improvisational art,
Montoya points out that
Flamenco has very strict rules

A Cha Ilenge !

of
rhythm
and
certain
characteristic chord patterns.
Before one can attempt to
improvise, one must be a
complete master of the rigorous
discipline inherent in the form
itself.
In Montoya's case, he draws
upon a tremendous knowledge
and remarkable musicianship.
But, he remains a man who
must feel free in his art.
Sponsored by the UMR
Student Union Board, the
concert is free . Doors will open
at 7:30 p.m. and students with
IDs will be seated until 7:50.
The public will be admitted at
that time, if seats are available.

Another great foam shot from Septemberfest '79.

rsatile,
Reversible
Down Vest ...
from GERRY!

FRANKLY SPEAKING

We, the mighty Cbemlcal Engineers of Omega Cbl Epsilon, the
creators of secret syntheses, masters of the Tbermodynamlcs
LawsWe, the favored of the Maxwell demons, bavlng short-circuited
the lowly of Eta Kappa Nu-

Tough. rugged. two looks
in one Features
include : snop front;
G,r--r--.--....,~. down-filled pockets.
shoulder seams offset to
eliminate down shift.
overedge seams;
machine washable
and dryable The
Shell Fabric is 65/ 35
..--'~r-' I' . poplin reversing •
to high count
taffeta treatad
With DuPont
~~---••

Hereby challenge the M.E.'s of PI Tau Sigma to games surely of
your level:
1. Pledge tug-of-war
2. Pledge-active softhall game
Tbe aforementioned sball take place Friday, October 5 at 3:30
p.m. In Lions Club Park.
If your members can stop their "tlnkertngs" and leave the
"sbop" we'll again rise victorious throwing a monkeywrencb In
your plans and stripping all your gears.

Zepel ~

G412

And Yet Another Challenge!
this celebrated lyceum will again, as Innumerable times before, partake the art of
crawling from thy green victor. For all to see,
THE MEAN GREEN will display lis ruthless,
cutthroat cannibalism on Friday, October 12,
on the green fields of Lions Club Park, at 4: 30,
In a man 's game of football.
So If you feeble, wblnlng, weasels of grey
comprehend this decree of battle, prepare
thyself; MEAN GREEN will once -IDore
return thee to the low life from wbence thou
cometh.

Be It known to all mankind that on this
great day, the renowned and dlstlngulsbed
organizers of the greatest spectacle and
celebration In the entire world, THE ST.
PAT'S BOARD, do willfully, with menace
aforethought, declare totally supreme and
utmost complete devastation upon the bereto-stated lowllfe, reptllllan, slimy, vile and
just plain not liked, IFC (ego sodomus
cblckenus.)
For there comes a time wben the pedants of

'Cylindrical Wing?' Cont'd

Russell's Town & Colleg9 Shop

'-----~~$fII·~

When pitched underhand , th e on the device published in a
toy flies for a surprising nation al phys ics publication .
distance, veering either left or The scientists, it seems, are
right depending on the spin more interested in tryin g to
imparted to it.
explain the aerodym anic for ces
Gary Login, one of the that make the dev ice fl y than
" fathers" of the toy , now a they are in seeing it become
Rutgers graduate, had a paper . another Frisbee .

HAIRWORKS

@

a
W
;RmiE

OUf

Be a

Super Cuts & Perms
For Men &

~-V

Conditioner with Shampoo,
Haircut, Blow Dry

ill!

:=

20% OFF

!Any Reg._ Priced Perml
L _______E2~::~~~'..2~~ ______ J
205 W. J Ith St. (Between Pine & Rolla Streets)
Open Mon .-Fri. 9 a.m.-5 p.m. , Sat. 9 a.m .- J p.m.
Phone 364-6046 Pat Watkins, Stylist-Owner

rr.:

Thursday-Sunday
Sept. 27 thru 30, 1979

~.

I

Buy 8" or 10" pizza and get a

"w'
=
"
FREE
= r-------------------_12 Oz. Dr. Pepper
oouroN ---------------------,
FREE T-SHIRT
i
'l =L

,....--------COUPON---------

!

pe~e~

1st Anniversary

ill!

eve got a

(eeUn' you're
gonna Uke us"

ill!

~

8
I
I

Buy any 13" ~r 16" pizza and get a T-Shirt FREE with this coupon.
(One coupon per pizza). Quantity and sizes are limited.

Jet. 63 & Pine

p.:LZZa.1.nn
·

Rolla, MO

364-4544

~

(3

:.I;:

L------------------- ~OUroN--------------------J
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FAESHWHOLE
OA R'S HALF

FRESH

R.B. Ric.', Whol. Hog

FRYER

Pork Loin

I 29 "lIe

~~~.51·

sueED
FREE'

WHOLE FRYER 8AEASll8. II.U

KYG/U.O£.I" l11EPIECE

IUI.5C •• EIIII

24.()Z. PKG. 12.09

.~::"I'I HOT D05S ';:t SI 09
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"ROSE IHF

",79'

ICIIET . MAYI'lOSEOtt" ... HNl ....C
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"",EHEIIS 12'()Z.

49;S

Pork Sausage

Legs & Thighs

S
Lb.
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Pack

CALIFORNIA ICY.f'RESH

Broccoli Spears

Tokay
Grapes

Yams
POUND

Cauliflower Cutlets
CALIFORNIA CRISP AND CRUNCHY

APPLE

(WAS Sl .1i)

(WAS Sl .1i)

WHITE OR ASSORTED

3

200"t.

Pkgs.

~s FORYOURB ATHROOM

~'White Cloud Tissue

..

•

,·······8 ·u
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..
.
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~ DANA BROWN'S INSTANT
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Party Pizza
NATIONAL'S VINE RIPENED
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MICHIGAN

Yellow
Onions

All VARIETIES TOTINO 'S

14-oz.
Cans

\';1 Puffs Facial Tissue

•

CALIFORNIA

99 59 99 C

(WAS 194)

Golden Corn

II::lm:ll!tt®~,iIt·lJ\l~a·il!Iin:!.;Ii,

Lb·.le

,.,••o~'"
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CREAM OR WHOLE

.·····
··8
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Prune
Plums

10 LB. TOTE

C

C

Sliced Carrots

,:0@'13·111

t

ALL PURPOSE

~~~~~!ike3
l~'\

lb.

B ",,51°9

Red
Romaine
Potatoes Lettuce

29 99 15

~:;;Q<IP'"

C
S9
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4 PACK

(WAS 3/S1.00)

CRISP Reo

.. 51 49

69
S 69 t 4 FO~ 100

Green Peppers ,::~~."'~

'~k!~· $298
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Candy
Apples

C

(

NO WASTE ... EASY TO PREPARE

SIc
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Beh.69 t

SlInl IACOII

~Delicious
~ Apples

Bartlett
Pears
C

3 H.,51 29
J.m··69 C

II
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BLAZING STAR

Iceberg
Lettuce

$1 59

,,51_

Boneless Beef Stew
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16-oz.
Cans
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Pkg.

ggc
ggc

3-oz.
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22-oz.
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20-0 ..

Jar

SPACK

16.<JZ.

99~

KRAFT

French Dressing
16-0z.
BoU.
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Miners Hang Gorillas
By ED RANDALL
The Miners took advantage of
two early fumbles by Pittsburg
to score twice and stay on top
for the rest of the game. UMR
ended the game with a 24-10
victory over the Gorillas.
On
Pittsburg 's
first
possession
Mark
Hittner,
quarterback, fumbled the ball
away and Kelly Rudolph fell on
it for the Miners. The Miners
offense then set up at Pittsburg's
28 yardline.
The
Gorillas were then called for
roughing the passer and the
ball was moved to the 15
yardline. Jeff Walters connected a pass to tight end
Walter Johnson to advance the
ball to the one yardline. David
Fischer scrambled across to
give the Miners a 6-0 advantage. Paul Sullentrop booted the

Intramural Golf
By MIKE BLANKE
Ninety-two hopeful golfers
took their best shot at hitting
the ball long and straight these
past two Sundays on UMR's golf
course in the 1979 intramural
golf tournament. It was a two
team scramble event in which
SigEp
RHA ·
SigPi
Tech Engine
Lambda Chi
BSU
Phi Kappa Theta
Triangle
SigNU
TJHA
BetaSig
KA
Wesley
PiKA
Campus
KappaSig
AEPi
GDI
Mates
ACACIA
DeltaSig
Manor Inn
TKE
Delta Tau

the golfing partners played
"best ball " from shot to shot.
Last year 's winners were
(Giles, Sullivan, Midgley, and
Britt) Sigma Phi Epsilon with a
low total of 276. Par for the two
teams for 36 holes is 280. Here
are this year's results:

Sept. 16
143
142
144
145
143
142
148
149
151
151
158
162
161
151
156
167
158
163
184
177
84
85
88
93

Sept. 23
135
136
138
138
147
149
145
145
148
152
146
162
153
151
164
167
158
170

Total
278
278
282
283
290
291
293
294
299
303
304
310
314
316
320
324
333
333

72

84
157
176
93

88

Sports Uniforms
& Equipment
OFFICIAL MINER T-SHIRTS
& JERSEYS
FRATERNITY JERSEYS
HOUSE JERSEYS
\ SILK SCREENED SHIRTS

JII::::"!!I~~::Ii!'"

TROPHIES &ENGRAVIN
7< Per Letter

extra point right between the
uprights for 7-0 score.
Only 25 seconds later the
Miners were on the board
again . Andy Lain recovered a
Pittsburg fumble on their own
seven yardline. Walters then
dumped a pass to Johnson in the
end zone for a touchdown.
Sullentrop added the extra point
giving the Miners a 14-0 edge
over the Gorillas.
Pittsburg after receiving the
kickoff marched 67 yards down
the field, only to get three pOints
on a 24 yard field goal by Joe
Ballou .
At 1:341eft in the first quarter
Hittner dashed two yards to
give Pittsburg their first and
only tou chdown . Ballou then
kicked the extra point to bring
the Gorillas to within four . The
Miners still led 14-10.
There was no more scoring
until the Miners drove 39 yards
to the 30 yardline of Pittsburg.
Sullentrop kicked a 47 yard field
goal bringing the tally to 17-10
at two seconds left in the first
half.
Jim Lee ran for 15 yards on a

reverse ' from his slot back
position on the second play of
the fourth quarter to score once
more for the Miners. Sullentrop
kicked the extra point bringing
the score to 24-10.
With a little under five
minutes left Walters was
shaken up and taken out of the
game. Dennis Pirkle a young
freshman took over quarterback duties for the Miners.
Coach Finley felt that Pirkle
had good poise on the field, and
he thought he handled the ball
club well. The only other injury
the Miners suffered was when
Perrin Roller sprained his
ankle late in the first quarter.
Roller should be ready to play
again this Saturday according
to Finley.
Jim Lee received honors for
most rushing yards gained. He
had 90 yards in 17 carries. The
Miners had 272 net yards
rushing compared to only 43
yards for the Gorillas. Walters
had his best day in pass completion for the year. He connected on 10 out of 23 for a 43 .5.
percent.

Soccer Splits Tw,o
By GERRY SCHNITZLER
The UM R kickers split two
games on the road last
weekend, trouncing Logan 8-1
and losing to Belleville Area
College 5-1.
.
The game Friday evening
with Logan in St. Louis was
fairly even in the first half.
Logan jumped on top sixteen
minutes into the game with a
goal, but the Miners knotted the
score at one apiece just fourteen minutes later on a score by
Pat Becker. The first half ended
with the score 1-1 .
Just five minutes into the
second half Don Anselm scored
on an assist by Becker. The
game really began to open up
for the Miners in the second
half. At the ten minute mark
Becker got his second goal.
Five minutes later Brian Grant
put one through the net on an
assist by Lefty Patelis, making
it a 4-1 Miner game thus far.
At the twenty-five minute
mark Sean McDermott scored
on an assist by Anselm, and just
one minute later headed the ball
in for his second goal of the
evening. At thirty-five minutes
into the second half Ken Wong
put a long shot by the Logan
goalie. Just three minutes later
Mike Hines got the last goal of
the game. Final score: Miners
8; Logan 1.

Coach Pearson felt that
Logan played a good game and
put up more a cha llenge than he
had antiCipated in the first half.
The Miner kickers finish games
strongly more often tha n not,
however.
Saturday at 1:00 p.m. the
Miner Varsity Soccer squad
played Belleville Area College
at Belleville, Illinois, and lost 51.
The game began as what
appeared to be a good match,
but as the game went on the
fatigue of three games in one
week beset the Miners.
BAC took the lead at twelve
minutes in the first half but
UMR tied it at one on a goal by
Don Anselm eleven minutes
later. BAC took the lead before
the first half ended 2- I .
In the second half the play
belonged mostly to Belleville,
who scored three times before
the game ended to make the
final BAC: 5, UMR : 1. UMR
was outplayed in the second
half and didn 't have the
freshness to stay close.
The goalie situation has been
a problem for the team up until
now Greg Young had a compound fracture of a finger early
which sidelined him for the
season. Dave ' Haake had
ligament trouble with his foot.
David Slama is currently doing
a fine job at the pOSition, being
helped out by Bill Dade.

SPORT SHOES
Jogging . Tra ining . Basketball . Football .

James Russell
Automotive

FRATERNITY PRICES

Major or Minor Repairs
on all makes

Und er New Ownership

EY -=====1003 PINE
ROllA
364-5495

BRAKES

TUNE UP

STATE INSPECTIONS

Ten nis

SPORT
shop

Coach Finley stated that
there was considerable improvement on the offensive
squad. He said that Ralph
some
Weatherspoon
made
outstanding plays from his
position in the offensive line .
This Saturday the Miners
travel to Springfield to take on
the Evangel Crusaders at
Kennedy Stadium with a 1:30
kick-off time. So far this season
Evangel is 0-4, but they have
been up against some rough
competition. The Crusaders
thus far have been mostly a
passing ball club, but if they
could establish a running game
early they may try and run the
ball. Last week Evangel lost 3720 to Missouri Western . Jamie
Wines, a sophomore, is the
quarterback for Evangel who
has the arm to throw the passes.
He stands 6' 2" and weighs 175
ppunds. He did throw two intercpetions last week against
MO.-Western. The Miners offense will have to watch out for
Evangel's pro 4-3 set defense.

Expert Work at Fair Rates
112 Mile off South 63 on Hwy. CC
Phone 364-8335
REAR END

CARBURETOR

ENGINE REBUILDING

On the year the team is 2-2.
This Saturday at 1':00 p.m . the
Miners face Southwest Missouri
State in 'Rolla . Sunday at 2:30
p.m. Forest Park will play here
also. Plan to attend the games
this weekend - they 're at 63
and Kingshighway - watch a
licking from Miner kicking!

-

MORRIS HERVEY

M-CL UB
At

h Iete Of Wee k

-----------This weeks M-club athlete is
Miner
football
linebacker
Morris Hervey . Hervey led the
pack in knocking down two
passes and recovering a fumble
in UMR's 24-10 thrashing of the
Pittsburg
State
University
Gorrillas. Hervey one of the key
players on the specialty teams
has also led the squad in tackles
the past two outings. Also
nominated this week were
Brent Haefner and Donny
Anselm of the cross country and
Soccer teams respectively .

MIAA Standings
Southwest Mo. State
Lincoln Uni versity
Uniersity-Mo. Rolla
Northwest Mo. State
Southeast Mo. State
Central Mo . State
Northeast Mo. State

3-0
3-1
2-0-1
1-3
0-3-1
0-3
0-3

•
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So ut hw es t le ad s M IA A Troops
MIAA RELEASE

JEFFER SON CITY. Mo
Two defensive players. one of
whom set up a victory and
another who insured a win, are
co-winners of this week's
Missouri
Intercollegiate
Athletic Association "Defensive
Player of the Week" award .
Lincoln Universi ty's Wayne
Hervey, a senior linebacker
from
Kansas City, Kan.,
(Sumner High) starting just his
. second game of the season,
made 14 tackles Saturday and
intercepted a pass that set up
Lincoln's winning field goal in a
15-14 win over the Universi ty of
Arkansas-Pine Bluff. Hervey
also broke up two passes and
recovered a fumble. Co-winner
of this week's MIAA defensive
award is Northwest Missouri
defensive end Wayne Allen.
Allen, a senior from Avoca,
Iowa, intercepted two passes
Saturday and returned the
second 22 yards for a touchdown
with just 1: 04 to play in the
game. Allen also made five
tackles and broke up a pass
attempt as Northwest won over
Fort Hays State, 17-7, its first
victory after 15 straight losses.
Other defensive nominees
included Southwest Missouri
defensive end Rick Winkler (St.
Louis, Mo.) who had ten tackles
and
a
quarterback
sack
Saturday in the Bears' 10-0 win
over
Harding
College,
Southeast Missouri linebacker
Dennis Lockhart (Holy Trinity,

~-----------..,;
Sports Fans

I Bet
You
Didn't
Know

Brought To You By
Don Gibson . CLU

•

I

IHere's the story of one of thel
Imo st amazing performan ce s ln'l

Ithe history of sports . Did you I
know that one man once broke 3
IDIFFERENT WORLD track records 1._
loll in ONE AFTERNOON and all'
IWithin an hour and a half' ThiS11
Iwas done by Jesse Owens at a
Itrack meet May 25 , 1935, when hel
Ibroke the world record for the!
JlOO·yord dash . the 220-yord dashl
land the long iump in on f,OIlr ondl
10 half. And if that wosn 't enough , l
Ihe 0150 tied the world record fori '
Ithe 220-yard low hurdl es thatl
!,ame ofternoon .
I
lEver wonder

:~a:'s

th e longest\

Iho1e-in-one anyone ever mode In I

Igolf? The record wos held by a l_
Imon named Robert Mitera , who
Ion the 10th hole of the Miraclel
IHilis Golf Course in Omaha , l
INeb ., on Oct. 7 , 1965 . mode 0 I
Ihole- in·one of 444 yords'
I

I

•••

.1

IHos any big league baseball team I
lever been oble t<) stay in firstt.
Iplace EVERY DAY from opening I
Iday till the end of a season? Odd· I
IY enough , only 2 teams in history I
have accomplis hed this. They I
were the 1923 Giants and the I
\1927 Yankeee
I

I

II bet you didn 't know that College I
ILife is the leading in s uror at UMR . I
(Find out why ...
I

I

I

Ala.) who w'as in on 12 tacklesone for a loss - and recovered a
fumble in the Indians ' 17-0 loss
at Evansvil le. and Central
Missouri
safety
Brad
Bronenkamp (St. Louis, Mo.)
. who had 13 unassisted tackles
and three assists in the Mules'
21-0 loss at Emporia State.
For the third straight week ,
the MIAA's offensive player of
the week is from Southwest
Missouri . Mark Daniels, a
junior fullback from SI. Louis,
ground out 203 yards rushing on
29 carries and scored the Bears'
only touchdown Saturday on a
14-yd. pass . Daniels, subbing
for starter John Gianini who
gained over 1,000 yards last
year, also broke off a 56-yd. run
from scrimmage, the longest of

the year in the MIAA .
Other offensive nominees
included Northwest Missouri
quarterb ack
Mark
Smith
I Kansas City. Mo .), M issouriRolla tailback Jim Lee (Rolla,
Mo .) who led the Miners in
rushing for th e third time with
89 yards as UMR beat Pittsburg
Suite 24-10, and Northeast
Missouri kicker Bob Fletcher
(B urnaby. British Columbia ,
Canada) who had a 43-yd field
goal and punted eight times for
a 41.5 average in the Bulldogs '
46-3 loss to defending NCAA
Division II champion Eastern
Illinois .
Five of the MIAA 's teams will
be in action this week seeking to
improve on the league's 9-13-2
non-conference record. South-

west Missouri (3-0 ) will be out
to protect its unblemished mark
against
Northeastern
Oklahoma in Tahlequah while
Missouri -Rolla (2-0-1) will be
looking to do the same in
Springfie ld against Evangel. In
other
games,
Southeast

Missouri (0-3-1) will travel to
Arkansas Tech while Northeast
Missouri (0-3) hosts Cameron
State and Northwest Missouri
(1-3) hosts Central Arkansas.
Central Missouri and Lincoln
have the week off prior t() the
opening of the MIAA schedule
Oct 6

Cross Cou'n try
By MIKE BLANKE
On the sunny morning of Sat.,
Sept
22,
UMR's
Varsity
Harriers took things in stride
and crushed all opponents in a
quad-meet on their home
course. The scores were: UMR
29; So. Illinois, Edwards ville
40; School of the Ozarks, 81;
Evangel College, 93. 7 of the

first 11 finishers were UMR
runners. Special notice goes to
Junior Brent Haefner who set a
new record for UMR on the 5
mile course with a time of
25: 36.0. Keep it up team!
UMR's next home meet is on
Sal., Oct. 6 at 10:30 a.m. Be
there!
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1M Football Standings
(as of Sept. 21)
Division I
I
SigEp
TKE
SigNu
Tech Engine
ABS
TJHA
SigPi

3-0
2-0
1-3
2-1
0-4
1-2
2-1

II
Kappa Alpha
Kappa Sigma
Campus
RHA
Beta Sig
Phi Kappa Theta
Pi Kappa Alpha

3-0
I-I
(}-4
3-0
1-3
2-1
1-2

Games to w.atch:
KA vs . RHA·Sept. 27.
Lambda Chi vs. Theta Xi·
Sept. 27.

Intramural
Aggressiveness

Division II
I
Lambda Chi
Wesley
GDI
Theta Xi
AEPi
Mates
BSU
II
SigTau
Delta Tau
Delta Sig
Christian C.H.
Triangle
A cal!ll a
Manor Inn

2-1
2-0
1-3
3-0
0-4
2-1
1-2
2-1
2-0
2-2
0-3
3-1
0-3
2·1

Sig Ep vs. Tech Engine·Sept
27.
'frfangfe vs. Delta Tau·Oct. 1.

-* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
'?~'?~
~

SPORTS EDITORIAL
By MIKE BLANKE
Everybody know.s that in·
tram urals is just an opportunity
for a good time, that nobody
takes the competition real
seriously - or do they? Does Pi
Kappa Phi look forward to the
keen competition of an intense
intramural contest with the
same vigor as Sigma Phi Ep·
silon? I think not. Many of the
guys and girls involved in in·
tram urals here at UMR are not
out to crush, kill and destroy
opponents, but rather to meet
new people, get some exercise,
and take their minds off the
books. This group, unlike some
others, for the most part aren't
too concerned about the out·
come of an intramural con·
frontation but rather are in·
volved "for the fun of it. " That's
good, and that 's the way things
should be because everybody's
different·that's what makes the
world go 'round.
I believe intramurals should
be a mixture of fun and fight,
that is, you should be able to go
on out and have a good time
while still trying to win. It's true
some people become too in·
volved and become overly
aggressive
in
intramural
sports. The equal and opposite
situation also unfortunately
exists. Sometimes a group of
unsportsmanlike jokers turns
out a "team" that embarasses
the organization it represents .
Whether or not you're out
competing for fun or fight on the
intramural fields, you'll come
into association with athletes
from both ends of the spectrum .
Some people have very short
fuses, are overly upset when
they get knocked down good or
get a little bit dirty, and then
they argue loudly and unen·
dingly with the officials. The
true athletes, the type I admire
and emulate, are found at the
bright side of the spectrum.
These people are real com·
petitors: . they're tough and
aggressive in a rule· governed
situatiop . They fight long and
hard at the expense of alot of
dirt and blood and sweat and
tears, but take pride in the
personal glory they achieve by
doing the best possible job they
can do. Intram ural sports here
at UMR offer excellent op·
portunites for good ti mes whe n
and if a true spirit of keen and
aggressive competition exists
amidst friendship and sport·
m~nship .

P.
• Home Team

o.

[ltJe

~aMtt

BOX J882

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J. 08404

SA TURDA Y SEPTEMBER £2. l219
PROBABLE WINNERS & SCORES
PROBABLE LOSERS & SCORES
PROBABLE WI~lERs-&:SCORES
PROBABLE~ERS & SCORES
-NORTH CAROLINA STATE:3I
WAKE FORE~ .:.~
·Adrian .~.~.~
Geneva •. ~~.~.:::--7
• NORTH CAROLINA ••• ••• • 24
*ARMY •••••••.••••• •• 14
·Akron ••••••••••••••• 21
Indiana State ••••.•• 14
· North Da k ota State •• 21
U. Nebr . (Omaha) •••• 14 ALABAMA •••••••.•••••• 35
·VANDERBILT......... 7
*Nor t h Dakota •••••••• 21
Illinois State •••• •• 14 .Albion •••••••••••••• 14
DePauw..... . . . • • • • .• 7
-Northeastern •• •••••• 1 7
Boston U••.••.••.••• 14
·Albright •••• ..• . . .• • 17
Lebanon Va lley •••••• 14
North ern Ar i zona ••••• 28
*Idaho State ••. ••••• 14 Appalachian State •••• 21
.The Citade l •••..••• 14
-Northern Illinois ••• 17
Lo ng Beach State •••• 14 ARIZONA STATE ••••.••• 24
.OREGON STATE ••.•••• 14
·Northe r n Michigan ••• 28
Western I l lino is •••• 21
·ARIZONA ••••••••••••• 28
SAN JOSE STATE •••••• 14
NORTH TEXAS STATE •••• 17
*KANSAS •• • ••• • •.•••• 14 ·Arkansas State ...... 21
S. W. Ll'uisiana ..... 14
Nor t hwood (Mich . ) .... 21
*Ashland •• ••• •• ••••• 14 ·ARKANSAS ••••••.••••• 28
TULSA. • . . • • • • • . • • • • • 7
Norwich ....... . . ..... 21
*U. S. C. G. Academy. 13 AUBURN ............... 17
.TENNESSEE ..... . .. .. 14
.NOTRE DAME •••••••••• 2 4
MICHIGAN STATE ••• • •• 14 · Baldwin-Wallace ••••• 21
Muskingum •••••.••••• 6
OHI O STATE ........... 17
.U. c. L . A . . . . . . . . . 14
·Ball State .......... 17
s. E. Lo uisiana ..... 14
·Ohio u •••.• .. • . .•••• 17
Kent State .......... 14 -BAYLOR ••••••••.••••• 17
TEXAS TECH •••.• • •••• 14
OKLAHOMA ••••••••••••• 28
*RICE. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 7 Bloomsburg State ••••• 21
.Mansfield State •••• 7
·Pacific (Ca lif .) .... 31
Fulle r ton State ••••• 14 -Boise State ......... 31
Montana State ....... 28
-Pacific Lutheran • • • • 35
Cent r al Washington •• 14 .Bowdoin ............. 17
Amherst ••••••.•.•••• 14
PITTSBURGH ........... 21
.TEMPLE ...... . ...... 17 ·BRIGHAM YOUNG ••••••• 35
u. TEXAS (EL PASO) •• 7
Puget Sound •••••••••• 28
- I daho •••••••••••••• 14 ·BROWN ............... 17
RHODE ISLAND ........ 7
·PURDUE •••••••••••••• 28
OREGON ••••••••••••• • 14 ·Bucknell .. . .......... 21
Davidson •••••..••••• 14
.Randol ph- Macon •••••• 28
Washington & Lee •••• 14 ·Butler •••••••••••••• 14 · Valparaiso •••••••••• 13
.R I CHMOND •••••••••••• 24
WEST VIRG INIA ••••••• 2 1 ·Central Michigan •••• 14
Miami (Ohio) •••••••• 13
RUTGERS .............. 21
*PRINCETON.. ........ 7 ·Cheyney State ••••••• 28
William Paterson •••• 7
.St . Joseph's (Ind.) •. 2 1
I ndiana Central ••••• 14 ·Clarion State ••••••• 28
Edinboro State •••••• 7
St . Lawrence •••••••• • 21
-Hobart ••••• • • •.•• •• 7 COLGATE .............. 17
.CORNELL ............ 14
-Saginaw Va lley •••••• 21
Evansv ille ••• • •••••• 7 ·Dayton •••••••••••••• 24
James Madison •• • •••• 7
WISCONSIN ••• • ••••••• 14 ·Delaware •••••••••••• 49
-SAN DIEGO STATE ••••• 17
Merchant Marines •••• 7
Shippensburg State ••• 17
Slippery Rock State. 14 Delaware Valley •••••• 21
.F. D.-Madison •••••• 6
South Car olina Sta te. 28
.Alcorn State ••••••• 0 .Dickinson ••••••••••• 21
Swarthmore .•••••••••• 14
.South Dakota State .. 28
Augustana (S.D.) .... 14 DUKE ••••••••••••••••• 24
.VIRGINIA ••••• .•••••• 21
South Dakota •••• •••• • 28
.Morningside •••••••• 7 *East Carolina ....... 17
v.
M. 1. ........... . 14
SO. CALIFORNIA ....... 1 7
.LOUISIANA STATE .... 7 Eastern Illinois ••••• 28
.So. Illinois ••••••• 14
SO . METEODI ST ••••••• • 21
-TULANE •• .••••••••••• 20 -Eastern Kentucky • • •• 24
Austin Peay State ••• 14
Springfield •••••••••• 28
*So . Conne ct icut .••• 14 .Eastern Michigan •••• 21
Toledo •••••••••••.•• 14
-STANFORD • ••••••••••• 24
BOSTON COLLEGE •••••• 14 East Stroudsburg State 35
-Cortland State ••••• 14
.SYRACUSE •.•••••• • ••• 24
WASHINGTON STATE •••• 14 Ferris State ••••••••• 21t
.Alma •••••••.••••• ,. 14
-Tenne ssee S cate ..... 24
Centr a l (Ohio) State. 14 Florida A. &: M. . . . . . . 24
-Howard U. (D.C.) ••• 7
.Tennessee Te c h •••••• 2 1
Nicholls State •••••• 14 FLORIDA STATE •••••••• 24
.VIRGINIA TECH •••••• 14
TEXAS A & M
20
.MEMPHIS STATE •••••• 14 Fordham •••••••••••••• 24
Wagner •••••••••.•••• 14
•
. . .......
U. TEXAS (ARLINGTON) .14
-TEXAS CHRISTL'tN
••••• 1 7
4 .Franklin & Marshall. 28
Johns Hopkins ••••••• 0
TEXAS •••••••••••••••• 17
*MISSOURI ........... 1
.Furman •••••••••••••• 24
East Tennessee State .14
Trinity ( Conn . ) ••• '" 21
.Bates .............. 14 -GEORGIA TECH •••••••• 28
WILLIAM & MARy ••••• • 14
.Tufts •••• ••• • •• .•••• 2 1
Hamil ton .... . ....... 7 .GEORGIA ••••.•••••••• 21
SOUTH CAROLINA •••••• 14
u . .Mo .--Rolla ........ 28 *Evangel,..... • ..... 77 Glassboro State •••••• 21 .Jersey City State •• 7
*U.Tenn. (Chattanooga) 24
Marshall ••••••••••••
-Grambling ••••••••••• 42
Prairie View A. & M.
6
UTAH STATE ••• ••• ••••• 2 1
*UTAH •••••• •• .••••••
.HARVARD ••••••••••••• 21
MASSACHUSETTS ••••••• 7
VILLANOVA •••.•••••••• 21
-CINCINNATI ••••••••• 13 .Hawaii ••••••••••••• : 24
U. Nevada (L.V.' •••• 21
-Wabash ...... . ....... 27
Centre ............ ..
-HOUSTON ••.•.••.••••• 38
WEST TEXAS STATE •••• 7
-WASHINGTON ••••• • ••• • 35
FRESNO STATE •••••••• 7 .INDIANA ••••.•••••• • • 24
COLORADO •.•••••••.•• 14
Wesleyan •••••••••.••• 2 1
-Colby •••••••••••••• 7 Indiana U. (Pa.) ••••• 21
.Lock Haven State ••• 14
West Cheste r Sta te ••• 14
.American International 13 IOWA STATE ••••••••••• 21
.IOWA •••••.••••.•.•• 14
·Western Car olina •••• 144
Elon ••••• • ••• • •.•••• ~i Ithaca ............ . .. 28
·Alfred............. 7
-Western Michigan ••• •• 2
Bowling Green •••••••
Juniata
..............
14
.Gettysburg.........
7
Widener .. . ..... . ..... 2 1
-Moravian. .......... 7 KANSAS STATE ......... 24
-AIR FORCE ACADEMY .. 14
.W ilkes .............. 14
Upsa l a .. . ... . . .... ... 7
Columbia ••••••.••••• 14
-Williams ... .... ...... 34
Middlebury ••.•.••••• 13 -Lafayette ••••••••••• 21
PENNSYLVANIA •••••••• lit
.Wittenberg •••••••••• 35
Ohio vlesleyan ••••••• 7 *LEHIGH •••••••••••••• 21
Louisville
•••••••••••
24
.Drake ••••.•.••••••• 14
-WYOMING ••••••••••••• 1 7
COLORADO STATE U•••• 14
-Susquehanna........ 7
-YALE •••••. •• •• • • • ••• 24
CONN"BCTICUT ••••.•••• 14 Lycoming ••••••••••••• 17
.Maine
•
.-•••••••••••••
21t
Central
Connecticut. 14
-Young s town State •••• 2 4
NOTthern I owa ••••••• 14
.Marietta • • •.•••••••• 14
Denison............. 7
SUNDAY, SEPTEt1BER :ill, ll22.
.Md.--Eastern ShoTe •• 24
De laware State •••••• lit
NA'fIONAL FOOTBAL L LEAGUE
-KENTUCKY ••••• • ••.•• 13
.ATLANTA .... . ........ 17
WA SEINGTON .......... ~ E MARYLAND •••••.••••••• 14
*MIf..MI
(FLA.)
••••••••
31
LOUISIANA TECH ...... 7
.BALTIMORE ........... 17
BUFFALO ........ . .. .. l6
MICHIGAN
•••••••••••••
24
- CALIFORNIA. • • • • • • •• 7
.CHICAGO ••••••••••••• 14
TA N?A BAY •••• ••. •••• 13
State .. 28
Kutztown State •.••••
-DALLAS ••• . . •••• ••••• 2 0
CPC I NNATI • • .. . ••.• • 13 ·Millersville
.MINNESOTA ••.•••.•••• 31
NORTHWESTERN •••••••• 1
DENVER ... . .. .. . . ..... 14
- OAKLA 'ID ......... . .. i~ MISSISSIPPI STATE .... 17
FLORIDA •..•••••••••• .11t
- DETRO IT ........... .. 17
MINNESOTA . . . . . . . . . .
MISSISSIPPI ••••••••.• 21
SO . MISSISSIPPI ••.•• 14
CF,vELA 1W ••••.....•• 13 .Miss. Valley State •• 21
-H OUSTON •••••• . .•. .• 14
Southern U. (L a. ) ••• l~
*LOS ANGELi- S . •••••• • • 13
81. LOmS ••.•••••••• 10 *Nvnti::1na • • •••.•.••••• 28
Wp be r Sta te • .• •••••• 1
MIAMT ... . ............ 20
. /iEW YIJRY. JE ··S •••••• 17
*Montc
lair
:; ~" t e . .... 21
K" e tl...... . . ........ 7
* Ne:W ORLEA NS • •••.•.•• 1 7
NEW YORK GIA I~ TS ••••• 13 -Muhlen~dr!; .......... 14
WL ' " r Maryland •••• 13
PITTSBURGI: •••••.•• • •• 20
*PH l LA iJEL? Hlt. ••• •• •• 13
Morehead c tate •••••• 20
*SAN DIEJO ••..•••.•• 27
SAN FRJ .ilC ISC,1 •• • •••• 10 -Murray State •••••••• 21
NAVY
••
••.•.••
•
•••••••
1
7
- ILLINOIS ........... 14
. SEATTLE •.•••••••. • •• 2 1
KA );.3AS CITY ••.•• • ••• 19 -NEBRASKA • • • .•..•••.• 1 7
PENN STATE . . . . . . . .. 16
t10NDAY, DCT( 'BER. 1.1 ll22.
NEW MKXIC O ....... .. .. 21
,NEW 1~.A; C ;; • r;"T!': • •• 14
NEW ;; NGLA ND .... . ..... 17
' GR~E N BAY .......... 13
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